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Lake City.

Inside the female dormitory in Cloud Lake University.

“Wow! Lily, who is that? How can he be so generous?”

“Is that one of the seniors that have a crush on you?”

“Yeah! He’s much more generous than Don. Also, Don said he likes you
but when we gave him your streaming ID, he only gave you a little over
ten thousand bucks. He stopped following after a few dozen Super

Rockets. This guy named Lil Match is so generous!”

Lily was very confused too. She had no idea who Lil Match was, yet he
immediately gave her 100 thousand worth of gifts the moment he came

in.

She just started streaming not long ago, and the people who supported
her were all students from the same university. Most of them were her

classmates. Don was her senior and he had always been Rank one in her
stream. He was a year older than her, and was currently pursuing her.

“Girls, do you think I should add him as a friend?” Lily asked.

Streamers would usually add some of the nouveau riches as friends so
that they could keep the nouveau riches around and have them continue
to give them gifts.

It was said that some streamers would see those nouveau riches in person
and make some sacrifices just so they could keep them in their contacts.

“Lily, just ignore him for now. It’s just 100 thousand. Our Lily is not so
cheap. If he wants to pursue you, he will expose himself on campus.”



David stopped after giving out more than 100 thousand. It was not that
he was unwilling to spend more after all, he would not bat an eyelid even
if he had to give his cousin billions or tens of billions. However, h e was
worried that he would scare the girl if he overdid it.

He would decide when he went to Lake City during Labor Day.

After David gave out the gifts, he excited the stream without telling

people who he was. Then, he just wandered around Whale Streaming to

see which streamer was his cup of tea. When he entered their stream, he
would give them 66 Super Rockets in one go.

He had given out the same gifts to more than a dozen people in the span
of an hour. At this point, he had given out more than a million and he had
appeared in the news more than ten times. With that, David’s ID Lil

Match blew up in Whale Streaming for a while.

A lot of small streamers were longing for this big shot to enter their
stream. If he entered their stream, they would get 66 Super Rockets and

it could also boost their traffic.

After wandering around for an hour, he noticed there were a few words

on the bottom right of his computer screen just as he was about to go
downstairs.

David clicked on it and the interface changed.

It was showing ‘Locating, please wait…’

In less than ten seconds, a new batch of streams appeared; These streams
should be the ones happening closer to David’s location. Most of them
should also be in River City.



David chose a more popular stream and opened them. When he entered

the stream, he saw that the

streamer was one of the three most beautiful girls in South River
University-Amelia Hahn.

Amelia was an influential figure at South River University. Not only was
she gorgeous, but she was also very talented. Her seductive and charming
dance conquered more than 80% of the male creatures during the

freshmen party.

After that, there was a lot of talk surrounding her. Some said she was
amorous with a few of the handsome and rich boys from different
universities but none of them could get her, including Leo Tate.

In order to win her over, those handsome and rich guys would give her
snacks from overseas, branded clothes, and branded bags. One of them
even gave her a BMW sports car worth hundreds of thousands.

She was the true master. She wandered among so many rich and
handsome guys but did not let any of them get her so easily. At the same
time, this could trigger the competitiveness and desire to conquer her
from inside those guys.

Amelia was very talented, and she was also stunning. Moreover, so many
in South River University were chasing after her, so naturally, her stream
was pretty popular. At this point, there was already a few thousand

people watching.

David’s existence naturally caused a small uproar in the stream. After all,
he just gave out over one million bucks and there were more than a dozen
advertisements about him ongoing. At the same time, his account had
also leveled up to over Level 100.



One could level up once they gave out gifts in Whale Streaming. They
would go up one level if they gave out ten thousand bucks, and there was
no limit to the growth. The higher their level, the more extravagant their
entrance.

David just gave out 1.72 million, so that would be 172 levels. This was
already the highest level in this stream. He immediately became Rank 1
the moment he entered. The one in Rank 2 was only at Level 120.

“Welcome to the stream, Mr. Lil Match.”.

The moment David entered the stream, he heard Amelia’s voice. He did
not want to waste time saying any nonsense, so he directly gave her 66
Super Rockets.

(Lil Match gave streamer Hahny Super Rocket x1]
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